Fluid queues are mathematical models frequently used in stochastic modelling. Their stationary distributions involve a key matrix recording the conditional probabilities of returning to an initial level from above, often known in the literature as the matrix Ψ. Here, we present a probabilistic interpretation of the family of algorithms known as doubling, which are currently the most effective algorithms for computing the return probability matrix Ψ.
Introduction
Stochastic fluid queues are two-dimensional Markov processes frequently used for modeling real-life applications. In a fluid queue {X t , ϕ t } t≥0 , the phase ϕ t is a continuous-time Markov chain on a finite state space S, and the level X t ∈ (−∞, ∞) varies linearly at rate c ϕt . We consider the associated regulated process {X t , ϕ t } t≥0 that has a boundary at 0: The joint stationary distribution of {X t , ϕ t } has been well-analyzed. Several authors independently derived this distribution using different approaches: time reversal [2] , the theory of generators of Markov processes and WienerHopf factorization [19] , and partial differential equations [14] . More recently, Ramaswami [18] and da Silva Soares and Latouche [10] obtained new representations of the stationary distribution using matrix-analytic methods.
The key component for obtaining the stationary distribution is the probability matrix Ψ, of which each entry Ψ ij is the probability of the fluid returning, from above, to the initial level x in phase j, after starting in phase i and avoiding all levels below x. This matrix Ψ is also the minimal nonnegative solution to a nonsymmetric algebraic Riccati equation (NARE) of the form
These probabilistic and algebraic characterizations of Ψ have led to considerable efforts in developing algorithms for computing the matrix efficiently. Asmussen [2] presented three iterative schemes, while Guo [12] analyzed fixed-point iterations and Newton's method. Following a different path, Ramaswami [18] and da Silva Soares and Latouche [10] proved that one can approximate fluid processes using Quasi-Birth-Death (QBD) processes, thus allowing quadratically convergent algorithms originally developed for QBDs-such as Logarithmic Reduction [15] and Cyclic Reduction [5] -to be used for solving for Ψ. Bean et al. [3] proposed First-Exit and Last-Entrance and gave probabilistic interpretations for these two algorithms, as well as for Newton's method, one of Asmussen's iterative schemes, and Logarithmic Reduction applied to the QBD version of fluid processes.
Probabilistic interpretations are useful as they give an intuitive explanation of how a numerical algorithm works, which in turn allows for shorter and more elegant proofs, as well as for improvements and generalizations of the algorithm. The combination of purely linear-algebraic manipulations and probabilistic understanding has paved ways for many significant theoretical developments, as already seen for QBDs [16, 4] and fluid queues [18, 10, 3] .
In this paper, we focus on a family of algorithms for solving (1) known as doubling, which include the structure-preserving doubling algorithm (SDA) [13] , SDA shrink-and-shift (SDA-ss) [6] , alternating-directional doubling algorithm (ADDA) [20] , and component-wise accurate doubling algorithm [17] . These algorithms are proven to be more computationally efficient than all the ones presented in [2, 18, 12, 3, 10] . We give these doubling algorithms a probabilistic interpretation, which to the best of our knowledge is the first one available.
In order to arrive at this probabilistic interpretation, we revisit the QBD approximations presented in [18] and [10] and give them a new, unified interpretation. Putting all three families of algorithms-those in [18] , in [10] , and doublings-under the same probabilistic light reveals clearly the two reasons why doubling algorithms are more efficient. First of all, they correspond to a QBD with a simpler transition structure, which allows one to reduce the number of matrix blocks that appear in each iteration. Second, they depend on two uniformization parameters instead of one, and these parameters can be chosen suitably to achieve a faster convergence rate.
Thus, the aim of this work is twofold. One is to understand doubling algorithms more thoroughly from a probabilistic point of view, with an eye to possible future generalizations. The other is to make these algorithms, which were developed purely from a linear algebra perspective, more accessible to probabilists and practitioners who work on stochastic fluid flows.
In Section 2, we describe the doubling algorithms. In Section 3, we present three algebraic representations for the return probability matrix Ψ and their corresponding probabilistic interpretations. Based on the latter, we give in Section 4 three QBDs whose first downward return matrices G contain the matrix Ψ as its sub-block. Two of these QBDs are directly connected to the ones introduced in [18, 10] ; the third is connected to the QBD in doubling algorithms. In Section 5, we give probabilistic meanings for the initial starting point and iterations of doubling algorithms, and discuss their convergence through the analysis of the matrices G and R of these QBDs. Some concluding remarks on the efficiency of these algorithms are in Section 6.
Doubling algorithms
Consider a regulated fluid model {X t , ϕ t } t≥0 , where ϕ t is a continuous-time Markov chain on a finite state space S, X t ∈ [0, ∞) and
Without loss of generality, we assume all fluid rates c ϕt to be non-zero, because for any given model with zero rates we can censor out those zero-rate states without affecting the return probability matrix Ψ [9] .
We define C := diag(c i ) i∈S to be the diagonal rate matrix for the level X t , and denote by T the generator of the phase process ϕ t . Let S + := {i ∈ S : c i > 0}, S − := {i ∈ S : c i < 0}, n := |S|, n + := |S + |, and n − := |S − |. We partition the matrices C and T accordingly into sub-blocks
It is well-established (see e.g. [19, Theorem 2] ) that the return probability matrix Ψ is the minimal non-negative solution of the nonsymmetric algebraic Riccati equation
In addition to Ψ, one can consider the return probability matrix Ψ defined analogously on the process obtained by replacing C with −C, i.e., reversing the sign of all rates (level-reversed process). Similarly, this matrix Ψ can be characterized as the minimal non-negative solution of the nonsymmetric algebraic Riccati equation
We shall see that the doubling algorithms compute Ψ alongside Ψ without additional work.
In the remainder of this section, we describe operationally the doubling algorithms, which are numerical methods to compute these two matrices Ψ and Ψ. Initial starting point. Let
and β opt := min
Next, choose two real constants α, β with
and set
and compute
with the same block sizes as above, i.e.,
The algorithm replaces at each step (E, F, G, H) with the matrices ( E, F , G, H) computed according to (9) , repeating until convergence. More formally, the algorithm can be implemented as follows.
Algorithm 1:
The pseudocode description of a doubling algorithm Input: T, C the transition probability matrix and rate matrix of a fluid queue (with rates c i = 0 for all i); a threshold ε (for instance, ε = 10 −16 ) Output: The return probability matrices Ψ and Ψ Choose α, β according to (5); Compute initial E, F, G, H according to (8) ; while E F > ε do
Replace (E, F, G, H) with ( E, F , G, H) computed according to (9) ;
We summarize here the convergence properties of this algorithm, which are described in [6, 8, 13, 20] . Theorem 2.1 In Algorithm 1, denoting by E k , F k , G k , H k the values of the iterates at step k, one has:
3. If the fluid queue {X t , ϕ t } is positive recurrent, then lim k→∞ E k = 0.
If it is transient, then lim k→∞ F k = 0. If it is null recurrent, then both these equalities hold.
4. The convergence rate for these limits is linear if {X t , ϕ t } is null recurrent, and quadratic otherwise.
We speak of doubling algorithms in the plural because several variants have appeared in literature, differing only in the choice of the parameters α and β. The first one to appear, called SDA [13] , uses α = β = min(α opt , β opt ). The variant called SDA-ss [6] uses α = 0, β = β opt . The variant called ADDA [20] uses α = α opt , β = β opt , and is the most computationally efficient of the three.
Our goal in the next sections is to give a probabilistic interpretation of this procedure.
3 The Return Probability Matrix Ψ We begin by generalizing the algebraic representation and probabilistic interpretation of the return probability matrix Ψ presented in da Silva Soares and Latouche [10] , in Section 3.1. New representations of Ψ are presented in Section 3.2.
A known representation
For simplicity, we assume that the level process {X t } has unit fluid rates only, that is, c i = ±1 for all i ∈ S. This assumption is not restrictive, since a fluid model with rates ±1 can always be obtained by a suitable time rescaling, and has the same return probability matrix Ψ.
Moreover, we assume that X 0 = 0 and ϕ 0 ∈ S + . Let y be the time of the first transition into a phase in S − , which is also the level where the fluid process for the first time stops increasing and starts decreasing, by the assumption of unit rates. Hence X y = y, ϕ y ∈ S − .
Let τ (−x) := inf{t ≥ y : X t = y − x} be the first time the process {X t } returns to level y − x. Then, the time-changed phase process {ϕ τ (−x) } x≥0 is also a Markov chain. Let U be the |S − | × |S − | generator of the phase {ϕ τ (−x) } of the downward record process {X τ (−x) , ϕ τ (−x) } x≥0 . It is known (see e.g. [10, Equation (13)]) that
If we condition on y, a standard argument gives an expression for the return probability matrix Ψ:
In [10] , the authors uniformized the first upward part of the path, from level 0 to level y, and then the remaining part, from level y returning to level 0, both with the same rate. Here, we reproduce their approach in a more general fashion, in which there are two different uniformization rates, λ and µ.
Assume that ϕ 0 ∈ S + . Let U λ := {U λ (t)} t≥0 (for 'upwards') and D µ := {D µ (t)} t≥0 (for 'downwards') denote two Poisson processes with rates λ and µ, respectively. Consider a uniformization of the phase process {ϕ t } using U λ . Let k + 1, k ≥ 0, be the number of steps it takes until the uniformized process first switches from S + to S − , at time and level y. Thus, there are k events in the time interval [0, y) and an event at time y. We use the process D µ for uniformizing with rate µ the downward record process {ϕ τ (−x) }. Let n ≥ 0 be the number of events of D µ in [0, y], i.e., until the downward record process reaches level 0.
Summing on k and n, we obtain
with
Swapping the order of summation and integration gives
where Figure 1 gives a sample path of {X t }, with k = 3 and n = 4. Da Silva Soares and Latouche [10] gave a probabilistic interpretation for the sum in (15) . sample paths of the uniformized processes are decomposed into disjoint sets A k,n ; the terms P k λ++ P λ+− and V n µ account for the transitions in the two uniformized processes, while the coefficient γ k,n gives the probability to observe k and n events, respectively. To explain the formula (16) , consider the two Poisson process U λ and D µ : they are two independent Poisson processes which take place on two different intervals of time of length y: the first is the real time for the fluid process, on its way up to reaching the level y for the first time; the second is the censored time of the downward record process, returning to level 0 after starting at level y. Suppose instead that these two processes are superimposed onto the same time interval [0, y], as in Figure 2 . Then, γ k,n is the probability of observing n events of the second process before the k + 1st event of the first one. Since the probability of observing an event of the first process before one of the second is λ λ+µ , then γ k,n is the probability mass function of a negative binomial distribution with k + 1 successes and probability λ λ+µ , which is exactly (16).
New representations
Using probabilistic arguments, we consider three different representations for the matrix Ψ, each involving only one summation variable. Intuitively, Theorem 3.1 presents new ways of categorizing returning-to-zero sample paths of a fluid process, relying on two Poisson processes with rates λ and µ, respectively. They are the crucial foundation of our new interpretations for the links between QBDs and fluid queues, described in Section 4.
where
and P µ := I + µ −1 T , analogously with P λ .
Remark 3.2
The spirit of the proof is as follows. We show that (i) The first representation (17) arises from uniformizing the fluid process on the way up to y with rate λ. The Poisson process in the uniformization marks a sequence of exponential intervals of rate λ. We then observe the downward record process on the way down at these exponential epochs.
(ii) The second representation (18) comes from the opposite: uniformizing the downward record process with rate µ, and observing the initial upward path at these exponential intervals.
(iii) The third one (19) , which leads to the QBD underlying the doubling algorithms, is a mixture of the previous two: alternating between a uniformization step and an observation, all the way up for the level process and then all the way down for the downward record process.
The intervals at which we take actions-observing or uniformizingare created by carefully superimposing the two Poisson processes.
Proof
First representation. To show Equality (17), we denote by {u i } i=1,...,k the sequence of time epochs associated with the k Poisson events of U λ in (0, y), where 0 < u 1 < · · · < u k < y, and define u 0 := 0 and u k+1 := y. Next, let m i , i = 1, . . . , k+1, be the number of events of D µ during [u i−1 , u i ). Figure 3 gives a sample path with k = 3. During the first ascent, at each event u i , i = 1, . . . , k, there is a uniformization step P λ++ , which leads to the term P k λ++ in the sum (17) . At time y, there is a uniformization step associated with a transition from S + to S − , which gives the term P λ+− .
Recall that V µ := 1 + µ −1 U is the probability transition matrix of the uniformized downward record phase process ϕ τ (−x) , and transitions according to V µ happen at the events of D µ . By the same argument used to justify (16) , the probability that there are m i events of
Let P i be the matrix with elements
Since there are k + 1 intervals [u i−1 , u i ), i = 1, . . . , k + 1, this explains the term (I − λ −1 U ) −k−1 in, and completes the proof of, (17) .
Note that as I − λ −1 U −1 = ∞ 0 λe −λx e U x dx, the matrix P i contains the conditional probabilities of the downward record process observed at exponential intervals with rate λ. Thus, the term (I − λ −1 U ) −k−1 can also be seen directly as arising from observing the downward record process at the (k + 1) exponentially distributed intervals marked by the epochs u i , and we could have skipped the construction of D µ altogether. However, we need this process to explain the following representations, and both U λ and D µ to explain the third, so we maintain both processes throughout the proof.
Second Representation. Equality (18) comes from grouping the sample paths in a different manner to that in the first representation: according to the number of events, n, of the process D µ in [0, y] . This provides the n uniformizing steps of the downward record process, represented by the term V n µ in the sum in (18) .
..,n be the associated sequence of time epochs, and define d 0 := 0. Figure 4 represents a sample path with n = 4. By arguments analogous to the ones used for the first representation, during the initial upward journey from level 0 to level y we observe the phase process {ϕ t } at the end of each exponential interval
is not an exponential interval with parameter µ, and we proceed through a different argument for the remaining unexplained term 1 − µ −1 T ++ −1 µ −1 T +− . Note that in this interval there can be any number of events of type U λ , none of type D µ , and precisely one event at time y to transition from S + to S − . Thus, the probability transition matrix for the state at time y, given the state at time d k , is given by
Third Representation. To arrive at (19), we superimpose U λ and D µ and define a new sequence on [0, y) based on the previously defined sequences {u i } i≥0 and {d i } i≥0 as follows
For c 2i+1 < y, each interval [c 2i , c 2i+1 ] contains an arbitrary number of events of U λ and exactly one event of D µ , which lies at its right endpoint, and thus the interval has an exponential length with parameter µ. On the other hand, for c 2i+2 < y, each interval [c 2i+1 , c 2i+2 ] contains an arbitrary number of events of D µ and exactly one event of U λ , which lies at its right endpoint, and thus its length is exponentially distributed with parameter λ.
Let N be the number of events c j in [0, y). There are two possibilities: N is even (we include here the case N = 0), and N is odd. We separate the summation in (19) into two sums:
and show that the first sum comes from odd values of N , and the second from even ones. We have added an identity matrix as the final factor of the second sum; the reason will be explained later. First, consider the case when N is odd. Suppose that N = 2m + 1 for some integer m ≥ 0. Let c 2m+2 := y, then the sequence {c i } i=0,...,2m+2 mark (2m + 2) exponentially distributed intervals, with rates alternating between µ and λ, starting with µ and ending with λ. The last interval [c N , y] is exponential with rate λ because it contains exactly one event of U λ , at time y. During the upward path to y, for the first (2m + 1) intervals, we alternate between
• observing the fluid process at the end of an interval exponentially distributed with rate µ-represented by (I − µ −1 T ++ ) −1 , and
• doing a uniformization step at the end of an interval exponentially distributed with rate λ-represented by (I + λ −1 T ++ ) = P λ++ .
This alternation leads to the product Q m I − µ −1 T ++ −1 in the sum (19) .
Then, at y by definition there is a uniformization step with a switch from the upward direction to downward for the fluid {X t }, which gives rise to the term P λ+− .
On the other hand, during the time it takes for the downward process to decrease from y to 0, we alternate between observing the process at the end of an exponential interval [c i , c i+1 ), represented by (I − λ −1 U ) −1 , and doing a uniformization step with (I + µ −1 U ) = V µ . This gives the factor W m+1 . Thus, the case of N being odd explains the first summation in (26). Now, suppose N = 2m for some integer m ≥ 0. The sequence {c i } i=0,...,2m mark 2m exponential intervals, with rates alternating between µ and λ. Figure 6 gives a sample path for N = 4 and r = 2. Similar to when N is odd, for the upward part and until c 2m , we alternate between observing the fluid process at the end of an exponential interval and doing a uniformization step, contributing a factor
The last interval of the upward path,
[c 2m , y], contributes a factor (I − µ −1 T ++ ) −1 P µ+− , by the same computation as in (22). Then, for the downward record process we also alternate between observing and uniformizing for the first 2m intervals, which leads to W m . We need an additional factor to account for phase changes in the downward processes between time c 2m and time y: however, there are no further events of D µ after the one at time c 2m ; hence the downward uniformized process makes no transitions in [c 2m , y], and the missing factor is simply the identity matrix.
Connections between QBDs and Fluid Queues
Recall that a discrete-time Quasi-Birth-Death process {Y n , κ n } n≥0 is a twodimensional Markov process, where the phase {κ n } is a Markov chain on a finite state space M, the level Y n ∈ Z evolves between adjacent levels according to three transition probabilities, L − , L 0 , L + , as follows:
Let θ(s) := inf{n > 0 : Y n = s} be the first time the QBD hits level s. A key matrix of interest for QBDs is the so-called first downward return matrix G, whose elements
are the probabilities of returning to a level below the initial starting level k. For convenience, we refer to this matrix as the G-matrix.
For all QBDs introduced henceforth, the phase process takes values in S = S + ∪ S − , the same state space as that of the phase process ϕ t of the fluid model {X t , ϕ t }, and we partition the transition matrices between QBD levels into sub-blocks corresponding to states in S + and S − . Definition 4.1 In this paper, two Quasi-Birth-Death processes are said to be G-equivalent if they share the same G-matrix.
First, we construct in Section 4.1 three Quasi-Birth-Death processes whose G-matrices contain the matrix Ψ as one of its sub-blocks, based directly on the new representations of Ψ in Section 3.2. Then, we show in Section 4.2 that the aforementioned QBDs are respectively G-equivalent to three other processes.
In particular, the first two QBDs are G-equivalent to the QBD constructed in Ramaswami [1, Theorem 16] and in da Silva Soares and Latouche [10, Eqn. (17)], respectively. The third QBD-which will be easily seen to reduce to the first QBD, when µ → ∞, or to the second QBD, when λ → ∞, and is thus the most general form of the three QBDs-is the underlying QBD of the doubling algorithms.
QBDs constructed from new representations of Ψ
Lemma 4.2 Consider a Quasi-Birth-Death process {Y A n , κ A n } n≥0 with the following transition probability matrices:
Then, the G-matrix of this QBD is given by
where Ψ is the minimal nonnegative solution to (2) , and the generator U is given by (10).
Proof Note that this QBD has a simple dynamic whose paths mimic directly the sum in (17): starting from a phase in S + and level Y A 0 = 1, the process
• stays in S + for a certain number k ≥ 0 of steps, each time going up one level and making a transition with P λ++ , which means Y A k = k + 1;
• then moves to S − at the same level with transition matrix P λ+− , hence
• once having reached S − , the process cannot leave this set of states, and can only go down one level at each step, with stochastic transition matrix I − λ −1 U −1 , until it reaches level 0 after k + 1 further transitions.
Thus, the first passage probability matrix to a lower level, starting from a state in S + , is k≥0 P k λ++ P +− I − λ −1 U −k−1 , which equals Ψ by (17) .
Starting from a state in S − , the probability of going to a level lower than the initial one is I − λ −1 U −1 , which completes the proof.
Lemma 4.3
Consider a Quasi-Birth-Death process {Y B n , κ B n } n≥0 with the transition matrices
where Ψ is the minimal nonnegative solution to (2) , and the transition probability matrix V µ is given by (14) .
Proof Similar to the QBD in Lemma 4.2, the QBD here has a simple dynamic, whose paths mimic directly the sum in (18) . Starting with κ B 0 ∈ S + and Y B 0 = 1, the process
• stays in a state in S + for a certain number n ≥ 0 of steps, each with probability matrix (I − µ −1 T ++ ) −1 , which means Y B n = n + 1;
• then moves to a state in S − and goes down a level (and hence Y B n+1 = n), according to I − µ −1 T ++ −1 P µ+− ;
• from now on, the process stays in S − , going down one level with stochastic transition matrix V µ at each time step and reaching level 0 after n further transitions.
Thus, the first passage probability matrix to a lower level, starting from a state in S + , is n≥0 I − µ −1 T ++ −n−1 P µ+− V n µ , which is Ψ by (18) . Starting from a state in S − , the probability of going to a level lower than the initial one is V µ , which completes the proof.
Lemma 4.4 Consider a Quasi-Birth-Death process {Y C n , κ C n } n≥0 with the transition matrices
Then, its G-matrix is given by
where W is defined in (20) .
Proof The QBD {Y C n , κ C n } n≥0 has sample paths that mimic the dynamics of the sum (19) . Starting from S + and level 1, the process
• stays in a state in S + for a certain number m ≥ 0 of steps, each with probability matrix I − µ −1 T ++ −1 P λ++ , which means that Y C m = m + 1;
• then moves to the set S − , either moving down a level, with transition matrix I − µ −1 T ++ −1 P µ+− , or staying in the same level with
In the former case, Y C m+1 = m, while in the latter Y C m+1 = m + 1; • having reached S − , the process stays there and reaches level 0 after either m or m + 1 transitions, depending on the choice made in the previous point.
Summing up the contributions of these paths we get the expression for Ψ in (19) .
Thus, it is clear that the G-matrix for the QBD is given by G C .
Connections to existing QBDs and doubling algorithms
Ahn and Ramaswami [1, Theorem 16] constructed a Quasi-Birth-Death process {Y ∆ n , κ ∆ n } n≥0 with the following transition probability matrices:
and showed that the G-matrix of this QBD has Ψ as its top-right sub-block. I P λ+− 0 P λ−− , A 1 := 1 2
The process {Y A n , κ A n } n≥0 is G-equivalent to the QBD {Y ∆ n , κ ∆ n } n≥0 and to the QBD {Y A n , κ A n } introduced in Lemma 4.2. Proof The first part is straightforward, the only difference between the dynamics of the two QBDs is in the transitions from a state in S + . For each step, with equal probabilities the process {Y A n , κ A n } either • follows the same dynamics as those in the QBD {Y ∆ n , κ ∆ n }, or • makes a transition to the same state and the same level, that is, stays exactly where it is.
While this difference means the expected time for {Y A n , κ A n } to descend one level is slower than that of {Y ∆ n , κ ∆ n }, the two processes have the same conditional probabilities of doing so, and thus the same G-matrix.
We now show that {Y A n , κ A n } n≥0 is G-equivalent to a QBD process with transition matrices Down := 0 0 0
with V λ := I + λ −1 U . Indeed, the two processes have the same dynamics, apart from their behaviour in S − . Starting from a state in S − , the process {Y A n , κ A n } moves one level down immediately, and moves to a state in S − with transition matrix V λ , whereas the process in (32)
• makes an arbitrary number ≥ 0 of same-level transitions within S − , each with transition matrix 1 2 V λ ; • then finally moves down one level, again within S − , with transition matrix 1 2 I. However, these dynamics also produce an eventual decrease by one level with transition matrix V λ , since
Hence the two processes have the same G-matrix, since this matrix depends only on the probabilities of reaching a certain level and state, not on the time taken. We now use a similar argument to show that the process with transition matrices (32) is G-equivalent to {Y ∆ n , κ ∆ n }. Indeed, these two process have the same dynamics, apart from the fact that in the latter a same-level transition with probability 1 2 V λ is replaced by
• either a transition to the same level and into a state in S − with probability
• a transition to the set S + and up one level with matrix
However, we have already established that, starting from a state in S + at a certain level , the process eventually reaches level − 1 in a state S − with transition probability matrix Ψ. Hence both dynamics eventually return to the same level (for the first time), in S − , with the same transition probability matrix, since V λ = P λ−− + P λ−+ Ψ. Again, this change does not affect the value of G.
Da Silva Soares and Latouche [10, Eqn. (17)] constructed a Quasi-BirthDeath process {Y Θ n , κ Θ n } n≥0 with the following transition probability matrices:
and showed that their G-matrix is also given by (28).
Theorem 4.6
Consider a Quasi-Birth-Death process {Y B n , κ B n } n≥0 with transition probability matrices:
The process {Y B n , κ B n } n≥0 is equivalent to the QBD {Y Θ n , κ Θ n } n≥0 and to the QBD {Y B n , κ B n } introduced in Lemma 4.3.
Proof This proof follows closely the one of Theorem 4.5. For the first part, note that the only difference between the dynamics of the two QBDs is in the transition matrices from a state in S − . With equal probabilities, our QBD {Y B n , κ B n } either follows the same transition probabilities in their QBD, or makes a transition to the same state and the same level, that is, stays exactly where it is. Intuitively, while this slows down the expected time to go down one level, it does not affect the probability of doing so, and thus does not change the G-matrix.
We now show that {Y B n , κ B n } is G-equivalent to a QBD process with transition matrices Down := 0
(35) Indeed, the two processes have the same dynamics, apart from the fact that (starting from a state in S + ), instead of going one level up into S + with transition matrix I − µ −1 T ++ −1 , the new process will
• make a certain number ≥ 0 of same-level transitions, each with probability matrix 1 2 P µ++ , and then
• make an upward transition with probability matrix
Nevertheless, both dynamics produce an increase by one level with the same transition probability matrix, since
Next, we show that the process (35) is G-equivalent to {Y Θ n , κ Θ n }. The only difference between the two is that a downward transition from S − to itself with transition matrix V µ is replaced by
• either a transition within S − and down one level, with P µ−− , or,
• a transition from S − to S + at the same level, with P µ−+ .
Again, starting from S + the process eventually decreases by one level with transition matrix Ψ, so both processes produce a decrease by one level with the same transition matrix, since V µ = P µ−− + P µ−+ Ψ. This change does not affect the matrix G.
Theorem 4.7 Consider a Quasi-Birth-Death process {Y C n , κ C n } n≥0 with the following transition matrices:
Then, this process is equivalent to the QBD {Y C n , κ C n }; that is, its Gmatrix is also given by (29).
Proof In this proof we combine the transformations introduced in the previous ones. We first show that {Y C n , κ C n } is G-equivalent to the QBD with transition matrices Down := 0
(37) We obtain this QBD from {Y C n , κ C n } with the following modifications:
(a) within the S + , we replace the transition matrix (I − µ −1 T ++ ) −1 P λ++ of increasing a level while remaining in S + with -staying in the same level and in S + with transition matrix 1/2P µ++ for any n ≥ 0 number of steps, and then All these replacements produce equivalent transitions which do not alter the matrix G, since
Next, with a similar argument we can show that (37) is G-equivalent to the QBD with transition matrices Down := 0
since
Finally, with the same technique we prove that (38) is G-equivalent to {Y C n , κ C n }, since V µ = P µ−− + P µ−+ Ψ and V λ = P λ−− + P λ−+ Ψ.
Interpretation of Doubling Algorithms
We consider for the remainder of the paper the most general Quasi-BirthDeath process {Y C n , κ C n } only. The same results hold for the other two processes, {Y A n , κ A n } and {Y B n , κ B n }, by setting µ −1 := 0 and λ −1 := 0, respectively. Moreover, since {Y A n , κ A n }, {Y B n , κ B n } (as well as {Y ∆ n , κ ∆ n } and {Y Θ n , κ Θ n }) are G-equivalent, the results hold for them too. For notational simplicity, we write {Y n , κ n } instead of {Y C n , κ C n }, dropping the superscript. We also assume that the time 0 marks the start of a busy period; hence Y 0 = 1, κ 0 ∈ S + .
Level, mid-levels, and initial values of ADDA
Consider a sequence of integer-valued random variables {τ k } k≥0 representing the times at which there is a level change, that is, τ 0 := 0, and
We define an associated process {M τ k , κ τ k } k≥0 as follows:
To see what the process {M τ k , κ τ k } k≥0 represents in terms of the QBD {Y n , κ n }, we define mid-levels to be the sequence {z + 1/2} z≥0 , and say that the QBD process {Y n , κ n } crosses the mid-level z + 1/2, at a certain time n, if its level changes from z to z + 1 or from z + 1 to z. Then, the process {M τ k } has a simple interpretation: it is the mid-level crossed by the process {Y n , κ n } at times τ k . Moreover, if Y n has just completed an upward crossing at time τ k , then κ τ k ∈ S + ; if a downward crossing, then κ τ k ∈ S − . Figure 7 shows a sample path of {Y n , κ n } and the corresponding sample path of {M τ k }. 
Theorem 5.1 The process {M τ k , κ τ k } k∈N is a Quasi-Birth-Death process on the state space {Z + 1/2} × S with transition probability matrices
where E ∈ R n + ×n + , F ∈ R n − ×n − , G ∈ R n + ×n − , H ∈ R n − ×n + are given by
Note that (41) coincides with (8) in the case of unit rates, after setting
Proof Let J −1 , J 0 , and J 1 represent the transition probability matrices of {Y τ k , κ τ k } k∈N , the time-changed QBD obtained by observing the original process {Y n , κ n } only at times at which there are changes of levels. Then,
In the transitions corresponding to the sub-block H, the process {Y τ k , κ τ k } moves from (z, S − ) at time τ −1 up to (z + 1, S + ) at time τ for some ∈ N. Hence, the mid-level, as defined in (39), does not change from the epoch
Thus, for the process {M τ k , κ τ k }, the sub-block H belongs to the bottom-left corner of the transition probability matrix D 0 . Analogous considerations hold for the other sub-blocks: E corresponds to moving from a mid-level to the one above, F to the one below, and G corresponds to staying in the same mid-level.
The G-matrix of QBD (40) is
as observed in [6] . Indeed, decreasing from the mid-level (z + 1/2) to the mid-level (z − 1/2) for {M τ k , κ τ k } corresponds to decreasing one level also for QBD {Y n , κ n } if the initial state is in S − , since it means going from level z to level (z − 1). On the other hand, such a decrease of {M τ k , κ τ k } corresponds to a decrease of two levels if the initial state is in S + , since it means going from level (z + 1) to level (z − 1).
Remark 5.2
The fact that this G-matrix does not contain Ψ explicitly as a block is not an issue for our computation, since in doubling algorithms we obtain Ψ from the limit Ψ = lim k→∞ G k , not as a block of G D .
Remark 5.3 Expanding into blocks the relation
obtains that Ψ is a solution of the matrix equation
Moreover, using the minimality of G D , one can prove that Ψ must be the minimal solution to (44).
Interpretation of the doubling iteration
Now that we have a physical interpretation for the QBD with transition matrices D −1 , D 0 , and D 1 , we consider what it means to apply one step of the iteration (9) to it. Bini et al. [6] showed, via algebraic computations, that applying one step of the Cyclic Reduction (CR) algorithm
to the transition matrices in (40) produces a QBD with the same block structure, i.e.,
with E, F , G, H precisely as in (9).
Remark 5.4 For more detail on Cyclic Reduction, see [4] ; in particular, note that the full description includes a fourth equation, which is necessary in the general case to recover the matrix Ψ, but we shall see that in our case we can do without it.
By building on this relation with Cyclic Reduction, we can give a physical interpretation of the doubling iteration and justify the formulas (9) directly. Our starting point is the physical interpretation of Cyclic Reduction [7] . Remark 5.6 The QBD resulting from the censoring has level set 2Z = {. . . , −4, −2, 0, 2, 4, . . . }, so with D −1 we mean the probability of moving from level y to level y−2, and similarly for the other two matrices. Note that we have already similarly abused the concept of levels when considering the QBD {M n , κ n } which has level set Z+1/2 = {. . . , −3/2, −1/2, 1/2, 3/2, . . . }.
It is not difficult to obtain the formulas (45) directly from this interpretation: for instance, the formula (45a) for D −1 corresponds to the probability (starting from an even-numbered level ) of descending to level − 1, spending an arbitrary amount of time there, and then taking a second step down to − 2.
This interpretation tells us that D −1 , D 0 , D 1 are the transition matrices of the QBD obtained from {M τ k , κ τ k } by censoring out the odd-numbered mid-levels, i.e., those of the form 2j + 3/2, and keeping only those of the form 2j + 1/2, j ∈ Z. More formally, define τ 0 = 0, τ k+1 = min {n > τ k : n = τ i for some i, and M n = 2j + 1/2 for some j ∈ Z} .
Then, D −1 , D 0 , D 1 are the transition matrices of {M τ k , κ τ k }, which is a QBD with level set 2Z + 1/2 = {. . . , −3/2, 1/2, 5/2, 9/2, . . . }.
Armed with this physical interpretation, we can justify the formulas (9) directly. To compute the probabilities E (after starting at the mid-level (y + 1/2) and in a positive phase) of reaching mid-level (y + 5/2) before descending to (y + 1/2), we condition on the number of visits to the midlevel equidistant between the two, i.e., y + 3/2: we can visit it either
• once (from below, with probability matrix E 2 ), or
• three times (from below, then from above, then from below, with probability matrix EGHE), or
• five times, or
• . . . , leading to the series
To compute the complementary probabilities G of returning to mid-level y + 1/2 with taboo level y + 5/2, we condition again on the number of visits to the mid-level y + 3/2: we can visit it either
• zero times (with probability G), or
• two times (from below -from above, with probability EGF ), or
• four times, or
The formulas for F and H are obtained analogously.
Mean number of visits and recurrence
Another matrix of physical interest for our QBD process {M n , κ n } is the minimal solution R of the matrix equation
which represents the expected number of visits to mid-level (1+1/2), starting from mid-level 1/2 and before returning to the same mid-level (see [4, Section 5] for a description of this matrix in the context of a general QBD). We call it the R-matrix of the QBD, in analogy with the G-matrix. This matrix is related to its counterpart for the fluid queue: the matrix K = T ++ +ΨT −+ such that e Kx is the expected number of visits to level x of the fluid process {X t , ϕ t }, starting from level 0 and before returning to it [9, Section 1.8].
Theorem 5.7 The R-matrix of the QBD process {M n , κ n } is given by
Proof We start by proving the latter equality in (48). From (41), we get
Pre-multiplying this relation with I Ψ , we obtain
where the last equality follows from the algebraic Riccati equation (2) . Rearranging terms in the last equation leads to
The block structure of the matrix R D can be derived from the relation
Remark 5.8 Replacing µ −1 (resp. λ −1 ) with 0, one gets an expression for the R-matrix of {Y A n , κ A n } (resp. {Y B n , κ B n }), and the same expression holds for the equivalent process {Y ∆ n , κ ∆ n } (resp. {Y Θ n , κ Θ n }).
We compute the corresponding quantity R C also for the QBD (36).
Theorem 5.9
The expected number of visits matrix R C of the Quasi-BirthDeath process {Y C n , κ C n } with transition matrices (36) is
and has spectral radius equal to ρ(R 1 ).
Proof Using again the formula from [4, Theorem 3.20], we get
where the third equality follows from (42), and the last one from the expression for the inverse of a block triangular matrix. Since ρ(M N ) = ρ(N M ) for any two matrices,
where we have used the identity I + Ψ(I − HΨ) −1 H = (I − ΨH) −1 .
Using these results, we can show that the fluid queue and its associated QBD have the same recurrence properties. We restrict to irreducible queues here, since recurrence may not be well defined for a reducible queue.
Theorem 5.10 Let the rate matrix T be irreducible. Then, the fluid queue {X t , ϕ t }, its associated QBD {Y n , κ n }, and the mid-level QBD {M τ k , κ τ k } have the same recurrence properties; i.e., either all of them are transient, all of them are null recurrent, or all of them are positive recurrent.
Proof It is well established [4, Section 5] that the first return matrix G is stochastic for a recurrent QBD and substochastic for a transient one. An analogous characterization holds for a fluid queue [11, Theorem 4.5] : the matrix U is a generator for a recurrent queue and a sub-generator for a transient queue. Hence we want to show that ρ(G C ) = ρ(G D ) = ρ(W ) equals 1 if and only if U has a 0 eigenvalue. Note that, in an irreducible fluid queue, all entries of U are positive, since there are paths between any two states, and the queue may remain in every state for an arbitrary long or short amount of time. Let γ ≤ 0 be the Perron eigenvalue of U , i.e., vU = γv for a suitable row vector v > 0. Then,
which is 1 when γ = 0 and strictly smaller than 1 when γ < 0. Since v > 0, this must be the Perron eigenpair of W ; hence, ρ(W ) = 1 when U is a generator and ρ(W ) < 1 when U is a subgenerator. The above argument proves that {X t , ϕ t } is transient (resp. recurrent) whenever {Y n , κ n } and {M n , κ n } are transient (resp. recurrent). To tell apart null recurrent and positive recurrent processes, we need to consider the spectral radii of R and K as well.
By an analogous argument, all entries of K are positive; if wK = δw, with w > 0 a row vector and δ ≤ 0, is its Perron eigenpair, then
is the Perron eigenpair of R 1 . Hence, the QBD is positive recurrent ⇐⇒ ρ(R) = 1 ⇐⇒ K has a zero eigenvalue ⇐⇒ the fluid queue is positive recurrent; the first and last implications follow from known properties of QBDs [4, Section 5] and fluid queues [11, Theorem 4.5], respectively .
Corollary 5.11
The spectral radii of the G-matrix and of the R-matrix of these Quasi-Birth-Death processes are increasing functions of λ and µ.
Convergence properties
We now revisit the convergence results for doubling algorithms (Theorem 2.1) using our interpretation. An algebraic proof of this theorem is already given in [8, 13, 20] ; the aim of this section is not to give another formal proof, but only a heuristic justification that appeals to physical arguments. As the matrix Ψ is a block of G C , it has a physical meaning for the QBD {Y n , κ n }, similar to the one it has for the fluid process:
(Ψ) ij = P[Y reaches level y for the first time, in
or, equivalently, in terms of mid-levels, (Ψ) ij = P[M returns to mid-level y + 1/2 for the first time, in phase j ∈ S − | (M 0 , κ 0 ) = (y + 1/2, i), i ∈ S + ].
Moreover, by repeating the censoring process described in Section 5.2 k times, we obtain (E k ) ij = P[M reaches mid-level (y + 2 k + 1/2) in state j ∈ S + before returning to (y + 1/2) | (M 0 , κ 0 ) = (y + 1/2, i), i ∈ S + ], We use these formulas in three different arguments, depending on the recurrence character of the process.
If the QBD {M n , κ n } is transient, then:
(a) The probability of reaching mid-level (y − 2 k + 1/2) starting from midlevel (y + 1/2) -i.e., descending 2 k levels -is given by the entries of G 2 k D , which go to zero like ρ(W ) 2 k .
• In (52), entries of F k are expressed as the sum of the probabilities of certain sample paths involving descending from mid-level (y + 1/2) to (y − 2 k + 1/2). Hence, these entries all converge to zero as O(ρ(W ) 2 k ).
• Similarly, the entries of Ψ − G k are given by the sum of probabilities of certain sample paths, all of them involving descending from mid-level (y +2 k +1/2) to (y +1/2). Hence, they converge to zero as O(ρ(W ) 2 k ).
If the QBD {M n , κ n } is positive recurrent, then:
(a) Symmetrically, the probability of reaching mid-level (y + 2 k + 1/2) starting from (y + 1/2) -i.e., ascending 2 k levels -goes to zero as O(σ 2 k ) for a certain σ. By considering the level-reversed process, one can show that σ = ρ(R D ) = ρ(R 1 ), see e.g. [15, Theorem 5.8] .
(b) The entries of E k and those of Ψ − G k are given by the sum of probabilities of certain sample paths, all of them involving ascending from mid-level (y + 1/2) to mid-level (y + 2 k + 1/2). Hence, they all go to zero as O(ρ(R 1 ) 2 k ).
If the QBD {M n , κ n } is null recurrent, then:
(a) Intuitively, moving up and down are equally likely (when suitably averaged over long times). So the probability of reaching mid-level y + 2 k + 1/2 starting from (y + 1/2) before returning to (y + 1/2) behaves like the analogous probability for a simple one-dimensional random walk, i.e., it goes to zero like O(2 −k ). This shows that the entries of E k (and, symmetrically, those of F k ) go to zero as O(2 −k ).
(b) Similarly, the entries in Ψ − G k are associated to sample paths that involve reaching mid-level (y + 2 k + 1/2) before returning to (y + 1/2), hence they also go to zero as O(2 −k ).
Reversing the up and down directions corresponds to swapping E k with F k and G k with H k . Hence, in particular, H k converges to the matrix Ψ, which is the analogue of Ψ for the level-reversed process.
Conclusions
We conclude our journey through the doubling algorithms with a brief discussion of its advantages. There are two main improvements with respect to Cyclic Reduction (CR) on the various QBDs introduced in Section 4:
• The transition matrices (40), obtained by switching to the mid-level QBD {M τ k , κ τ k }, have only four nonzero blocks, and this zero structure is preserved by CR/doubling, which yields at each step QBDs of the form
In contrast, six blocks fill in during the steps of CR on the QBDs from Section 4. This is the main reason why the cost per step of doubling is smaller: there are fewer matrices to store and update.
• In the positive recurrent (resp. transient) case, the convergence speed of both doubling and Cyclic Reduction depends on the spectral radius of the R-matrix (resp. G-matrix) of the involved QBD: the smaller this spectral radius is, the faster the convergence. This property is shown in [4, Theorem 7.6] for CR. The spectral radius is an increasing function of λ and µ (Corollary 5.11).
Hence, in addition to each iteration being faster, ADDA with µ −1 = α = α opt , λ −1 = β = β opt requires fewer iterations to reach convergence than the algorithms based on CR on (30)-(34), which correspond to choosing µ = ∞ or λ = ∞.
